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Battle Buddies By: Jeff Searcy

ello and welcome to February … the month
that card companies, florists and chocolatiers
battle for supremacy and market share. Why
can't we just all get along? It's about love and
Valentine's Day. We are continuing the
Spiritual Warfare series this month and talking
about real warfare. This month it's all about the guy to your
right and the guy to your left. It's about the guys in the rear, back
home, in training and especially those who just arrived in theatre. It's about making sure you are looking out for your battle
buddy and that he's looking out for you. It's about making sure
you also look out for the new guy, especially the new guys, keeping them out of the danger zones — be there for them and have
their back. By the way, the danger and kill zones are not just for
the newbies — seasoned warriors can end up there as well. In 1
Corinthians 10:12, Paul was telling the Church in Corinth, the
spiritual studs, to make sure not to get prideful and allow themselves to look away as those before them did. He said, “Don't be
so naive and self-confident. You're not exempt. You could fall
flat on your face as easily as anyone else. Forget about self-confidence; it's useless — Cultivate God-confidence.” (MSG)
We all know of someone — a leader in the Christian community, a friend, a family member or a brother in Christ, who has
fallen and been taken out by one of Satan's schemes, traps or
one of his snipers. Remember, we're not fighting against flesh
and blood, but against spiritual forces. The devil is crafty; he's
the master of deception, trickery and lies. He is the ultimate
double agent who wants nothing more than to destroy lives, to
destroy families, to destroy churches and to destroy warriors.
The enemy likes to divide and conquer — separate and
destroy. To use an analogy, a baby animal or an animal that is
wounded is much easier prey than one that is faster, and/or
experienced or a part of a
larger group. If the devil
can get us away from
other warriors, our battle
buddies, our warrior battalion or our spiritual
headquarters, we
become much easier
prey. I'm talking about
you, me, all guys and
even the stalwarts in the
church. You know the
guys who could never be
taken out. Hint: Refer
back to 1 Corinthians
10:12 … often.
Sometimes we find
ourselves in situations,
sometimes out of our
own doing and sometimes not, that will test
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our mettle, our faith, our skills and even
threaten our lives or the lives of those
around us, our buddies. The only way
many servant warriors make it through
these situations is because other more
experienced warriors are there to help
us through and keep us from getting
taken out.
In the life of a new believer in Christ,
the decision to surrender their life to
Christ initiates an awesome, incredible, eternal new life. Hands
down it's the greatest decision of one's life and a decision that can
bring more freedom, peace, fulfillment and “life” than we can
possibly imagine.
The other side of that decision is equally as awesome but a bit
scary, painful and not necessarily for the marketing posters. When
someone accepts Christ into their hearts, their life is changed forever. That decision also propels them right into the middle
of an all-out war against them. New Christians, and even older
Christians seeking to get closer to the Lord, pose a threat to the
devil. And the devil will do everything he can, as quickly as possible, to stop this life direction and choice. That means he will come
with everything he has, from all sides and sources. He will expel all
available ammunition. That's why we have to make sure none go
down. But, again, if they do, we need to be there to patch them
up, lift them up, get them out of harms way and out of the line of
fire. We have to realize that we as warriors need each other. More
importantly, we need each other to be ready, razor sharp and
ALERT — because “the devil prowls around like a roaring lion
looking for someone to devour.” 1 Peter 5:8. The cool thing
here and something we all need to remember -- the devil
loses. Need confirmation? Revelation 20:10: “And the devil,
who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of burning sulfur, where the beast and the false prophet had been thrown.
They will be tormented day and night forever and ever.”
Forever's a long time…can I get an AMEN?
We do a great job of congratulating folks when they come to
Christ. Unfortunately, we don't do a great job of looking
out for them afterwards — to make sure none of them, or us,
get splintered from each other and as a result of our own decisions, actions or inexperience, wind up in the middle of a trap,
an enemy ambush or even on the wrong end of an evil sniper
bullet. Don't leave your wingman. Remember, we were never
meant to go on this earthly journey alone. Until next time …
Keep it Real … and Armor Up! PS
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